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Second RC33 Cologne 2000 Social
Science Methodology Conference
Report
Karl M. van Meter
1 The October 2000 of the BMS (number 68) was a special issue on the 3-6 October 2000 RC33
Social  Science  Methodology  Conference  in  Cologne  in  which  some  700  persons
participated.  That issue also included the Fall  2000 issue of  the RC33 Newsletter and
extensive information and reports  concerning the Conference.  Organizer Jörg Blasius
wrote a detailed "RC33 2000 Conference Organizer's Report" which described the main
categories or streams in which the sessions were grouped and provided a complete list of
the sessions in alphabetical order by organizer's name (BMS, 68: 18-21).
2 We also  published extended summaries  of  the  two plenary  sessions:  Don A.  Dillman
(Washington  State  University),  "Survey  Research  Methods  in  the  21st Century:  New
Threats,  New Concepts and New Opportunities";  Willem J.  Heiser (Leiden University),
"Early Roots of Statistical Modeling" (BMS, 68: 22-24).
3 In the rather short period of time between the end of the Conference and the publication
of the BMS, 24 session organizers were able to prepare reports on the papers presented at
Cologne. They were:
• Wijbrandt H. Van Schuur, "Unidimensional Unfolding Analysis" (pp. 25-26);
• Hans van der Zouwen, "Trends in Social Research Methodology" (pp. 27-32);
• Tony Manners, "Computer-Assisted Interviewing" (pp. 33-34);
• Tony Hak, "Translation and Validation of Measurement Instruments" (pp. 35-36);
• Carole Truman, "Ethical, Social and Political Processes in Social Research" (p. 37);
• Cornelia Zuell, "Variants of Automatic Coding of Text Data" (pp. 38-39);
• Anuska Ferligoj, "Cluster Analysis of Network Data" (pp. 40-41);
• Gideon J. Mellenbergh, "Non-Parametric Item Response Theory" (pp. 42-43);
• Nathaniel Beck, "Bayesian Statistics" (pp. 44-45);
• Siegfried Gabler, "Sampling Methods" (pp. 46-47);
• Vasja Vehovar, "Web Surveys" (pp. 48-49);
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• Chikio Hayashi, "Design and Analysis of Data in Social Surveys" (p. 50);
• Dorien J. DeTombe, "Methodology for Handling Complex Societal Problems" (pp. 51-52);
• Jost Reinecke, "Panel Analysis" (p. 53);
• Jörg Blasius, "Geometric Data Analysis" (pp. 54-55);
• Capitolina Diaz Martinez, "Methodological Issues in Feminist Research" (pp. 56-57);
• Karl M. van Meter, "Sensitive Topics and Sensitive Questions" (p.58);
• Galina Saganenko, "General Methodology" (pp. 79-80);
• Ger Snijkers, "Cognitive Research for Testing Questionnaires" (pp. 81-83);
• Simona Balbi, "Analysis of Structured Data" (pp. 84-85);
• Klaus G. Troitzsch, "Agent-Based Social Simulation" (pp. 86-87);
• Jost Reinecke, "Differential Equations and Stocastic Processes (p. 88);
• Boris Belikov, "From Quantitative-Qualitative to a New Modality" (p. 89);
• Giampietro Gobo, "Bridging Qualitative and Quantitative Methods" (p. 90).
4 The  report  presenting  the  session,  "Sensitive  Topics  and  Sensitive  Questions"  was
accompanied by the publication of a detailed analysis of the research literature in the
Social Research Methods (SRM) Documentation Centre, then at Rotterdam University and
now at NIWI in Amsterdam, and in Sociological Abstracts (Van Meter, 2000).
5 These session reports give not only a "feel" for the meeting itself, but often comment on
specific presentations, often associated with a prepared article. At that time, there were
167 articles prepared and published in the first edition of the Conference CD (Blasius,
Hox, de Leeuw and Schmidt, 2000) which was distributed to all Conference participants
along with paper copies of the program and abstracts (Social Science Methodology in the
New Millennum, 2000) and a "list of participants" booklet. These, of course, were also
included in the CD, along with those full papers that were available at the time of the
deadline. By the time the BMS had published its special issue on the Conference, there
were no more CDs available, even though there was a large demand for them. Since there
had already been talk at the Conference concerning a second edition of the CD, many
participants let  it  be known that they would be happy to use the additional  time to
prepare a full paper based on their presentation.
6 This, in addition to a lot of work by the editors -- Jörg Blasius, Joop Hox, Edith de Leeuw
and Peter Schmidt --  resulted in the second edition of the Conference CD which was
published last year (Blasius, Hox, de Leeuw and Schmidt, 2000). It is indeed an updated
and extended version of  the proceeding since there are a  total  of  241 papers  which
represent 34,2 Mo of text and graphics which represents a vast resource for sociologists
and other social scientists interested in the research process and methodology.
7 Already, eight of the articles in the first version of the CD have resulted in publications in
the BMS.  These include the article  mentioned above (Van Meter,  2000),  and Popping
(2001), Klein (2001), Marpsat (2001), Hagerty et al. (2001), Ferris (2001), Aluja-Banet and
Thio (2001), Krause (2001). Others are under consideration.
8 Below, we publish the complete list  of  articles available in the second edition of  the
Conference CD. The surname of the author(s) is used to organize them in alphabetical
order. The names of the author(s), title and CD file number is given for all entries. It
should be noted that the articles vary in format for extended abstracts or summaries to
long, detailed analyses.
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APPENDIXES
Papers Sorted on Author’s Name
Name-Key - Author(s) - Title - File Name
Ahmad - Nadeem Ahmad ; Louise Corti, UK - DIGITISING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO
SOCIO-MEDICAL CASE RECORDS. THE CASE OF GEORGE BROWN'S WORKS - P042004
Akkerboom - Hans Akkerboom, The Netherlands; Eric Jacobs, The Netherlands; Fred
Mulder, The Netherlands; Rika Verhoef, The Netherlands - STUDENTS DISCUSSING
VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND ITS OPERATIONALISATION
IN A VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - P011201
Alaminos - Antonio Alaminos, Spain; Erling Solheim, Norway - MODE EFFECTS ON
MISSING DATA - P022903
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Aluja-Banet - Tomas Aluja-Banet, Spain; Santi Thio; Roser Rius - SURVEY DATA FUSION -
P050701
Ampola - Massimo Ampola, Italy - FUZZY LOGIC AND THE STUDY OF COMPLEX SOCIAL
NETWORK - P042701
Angermeyer - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Jürgen Rost,
Germany; A. Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED
ITEMS BY PARTIAL CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
Aris - E. M. Aris, The Netherlands; Jereon K. Vermunt, The Netherlands; Jacques A. P.
Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Marcel Croon, The Netherlands - THE USE OF
RANDOMISATION FOR LOGIT AND LOGISTIC MODELS, RESULTS FROM A SIMULATION
STUDY - P060403
Ark - L. Andries van der Ark, The Netherlands - STOCHASTIC ORDERING AND INVARIANT
ITEM ORDERING IN POLYTOMOUS IRT MODELS: A SIMULATION STUDY - P080302
Armony - Jules Duchastel, Canada; Victor Armony, Canada - INTERDISCIPLINARY
MEDIATIONS: THE CASE OF DISCOURSE ANALYSIS - P041203
Baars - Marinus Spreen, The Netherlands; Herman Baars; Frans Beuzelijnck - THE
MEASUREMENT OF VITAL PERSONAL NETWORKS - P090903
Barral - Christian Rossignol; Catherine Barral, France - TRANSLATABILITY OF THE WHO'S
INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF IMPAIRMENTS, DISABILITIES AND HANDICAPS: A
SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS - P030602
Batagelj - Zenel Batagelj, Slovenia; Vasja Vehovar, Slovenia; Katja Lozar Manfreda,
Slovenia - PARTICIPATION IN SOLICITED WEB SURVEYS: WHO COMES FARTHEST? -
P022503
Batagelj - Simona Korenjak-Cerne, Slovenia; Tina Kogovsek, Slovenia; Vladimir Batagelj,
Slovenia - CLUSTERING EGO-CENTERED NETWORKS - P090701
Bazeley - Patricia Bazeley, Australia - INTEGRATED ANALYSIS - P040501
Beck - Nathaniel Beck, USA - ISSUES IN THE ANALYSIS OF TIME-SERIES - CROSS-SECTION
DATA IN THE YEAR 2000 - P070701
Beerten - Roeland Beerten, UK; Johanna Laiho; Peter Lynn; Jean Martin, UK - RESPONSE
RATES AS A MEASURE OF SURVEY QUALITY - P021702
Belikov - Boris Belikov, Russia - FEASIBLE THEORETICAL POTENTIAL OF EMPIRICAL DATA
GENERALISATION - P042601
Bell - John F. Bell, UK; Trevor Dexter - USING MULTILEVEL MODELS TO ASSESS THE
COMPARABILITY OF EXAMINATIONS - P090201
Bentler - Peter M. Bentler, USA; Jiajuan Liang - GENERAL TWO-LEVEL MEAN AND
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE MODELS: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VIA EM TYPE ALGORITHMS -
P090104
Bergman - Manfred Max Bergman, UK - SOME THOUGHTS ON THE LIMITS AND
POSSIBILITIES OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS - P040101
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Berth - Matthias Romppel; Hendrik Berth, Germany - THE MEASUREMENT OF ANXIETY
AND DOGMATISM WITH COMPUTER AIDED CONTENT ANALYSIS - P041005
Bertrand - Lynda Bertrand, Canada; Olaf Krassnitzky - RESEARCH ON SECOND LANGUAGE
EDUCATION AND 'CRITICAL THINKING': CURRENT THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL
ISSUES - P110206
Bethlehem - Jelke Bethlehem, The Netherlands; Tony Manners, UK - DOCUMENTATION OF
ELECTRONIC QUESTIONNAIRES - P022201
Beuzelijnck - Marinus Spreen, The Netherlands; Herman Baars; Frans Beuzelijnck - THE
MEASUREMENT OF VITAL PERSONAL NETWORKS - P090903
Billari - Francesco C. Billari, Germany - A SICKLE MODEL WITH STARTING THRESHOLD -
P070801
Billiet - Jaak Billiet, Belgium; B. Cambre, Belgium - IS IT CONTENT OR STYLE? AN
EVALUATION OF TWO COMPETITIVE MEASUREMENT MODELS APPLIED TO A BALANCED
SET OF ETHNOCENTRISM ITEMS - P021802
Billiet - Jerry Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Belgium; Jaak Billiet, Belgium - ON THE
INTERACTION BETWEEN INTERVIEWER AND THIRD PARTY EFFECTS IN SURVEY
INTERVIEWS - P021804
Billiet - Jerry Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Belgium; Jaak Billiet, Belgium - A COMPARISON OF
TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTING CROSS-CULTURAL INEQUIVALENCE AT ITEM LEVEL -
P030303
Bilsky - Wolfgang Bilsky, Germany; Mareike Koch, Germany - ON THE CONTENT AND
STRUCTURE OF VALUES: UNIVERSALS OR METHODOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS? - P021202
Bimler - David Bimler, New Zealand; John Kirkland - SMOKE AND MIRRORS: EXTRACTING
MORE DISSIMILARITY DATA FROM SORTING-PROCEDURE PARTICIPANTS - P050202
Birrer - Frans A. J. Birrer, The Netherlands - CONTEXTUAL VALIDATION OF MODEL-BASED
CONCLUSIONS - P110102
Blaikie - Norman Blaikie, MALAYSIA - META-ANALYSIS, TRIANGULATION AND
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS TO ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES: THE ROLE
OF FOUR RESEARCH STRATEGIES - P010901
Blais - Claire Durand, Canada; Andró Blais, Canada - CULTURAL ASPECTS OF SURVEY
NON-RESPONSE, AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT - P022601
Blanco - Neligia Blanco - INSTRUMENTS OF GATHERING DATA - LM003
Blasius - Victor Thiessen; Joerg Blasius, Germany - CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS OF
RATINGS: AN APPLICATION OF DOUBLING TO YOUTH'S IMAGES OF WORK - P060806
Blauth - Angelika Blauth, Germany - GRAPHFITI - A PROGRAM FOR ANALYSING
GRAPHICAL CHAIN MODELS - P050301
Blokland-Vogelesang - A. W. Van Blokland-Vogelesang, The Netherlands - ORTHOGONAL
CONTRASTS IN DISTANCE MODELS FOR RANKING DATA - P080404
Blunsdon - Betsy J. Blunsdon, Australia - INTEGRATING THE TEACHING OF DATA
ANALYSIS AND THEORY IN SOCIAL SCIENCE COURSES - P011202
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Boeije - Hennie Boeije, The Netherlands - QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS USING GROUNDED
THEORY: THE CONSTANT COMPARATIVE METHOD - P040701
Bokek - Yaarit Bokek-Cohen - COMPUTERISED SIMULATION AND MATE PREFERENCES
RESEARCH - P100305
Boker - S. Boker, USA - MULTILEVEL MODELLING OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS: RANDOM
COEFFICIENTS AND ORDER PARAMETERS - P090102
Borgers - Natacha Borgers, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands - RELIABILITY OF
RESPONSES IN SELF-ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRES: RESEARCH WITH CHILDREN -
P021704
Bozhkov - Oleg Bozhkov, Russia; German Kozlov, Russia - EIGEN-VALUE AND EIGEN-
VECTOR METHOD FOR REPRESENTING AND COMPARING GROUPS - P042603
Braun - Michael Braun, Germany - ASSESSING FUNCTIONAL EQUIVALENCE BY
MULTICULTURAL METHODOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS. DIFFERENTIAL ITEM FUNCTIONING
IN THE AREA OF GENDER ROLES - P030202
Brauns - Hildegard Brauns, Germany; Stefanie Scherer, Germany; Susanne Steinmann -
THE CASMIN EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE
RESEARCH - P030703
Bronfman - Roberto Castro, Mexico; Mario N. Bronfman, Mexico - SOME UNSOLVED
PROBLEMS IN THE INTEGRATION OF QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN
SOCIAL RESEARCH IN HEALTH - P040406
Buck - Alexy Buck, UK - WORKING WITH DATA - THE SUBJECTIVE DIMENSION - P040304
Bunt - Gerhard van de Bunt - An actor-oriented statistical network model for friendship
networks over time - LM011
Bunting - Ulrike Niens, Ireland; B. Bunting; E. Cairns; P. Irwing - SOCIAL IDENTITY
THEORY AND NORTHERN IRELAND - P060302
Caesperlein - Gerold Caesperlein, Germany; Katrin Gliemann, Germany - COMBINING
BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE INTERVIEWS AND HISTORIC QUANTITATIVE DATA SETS IN
URBAN RESEARCH - P040404
Cairns - Ulrike Niens, Ireland; B. Bunting; E. Cairns; P. Irwing - SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY
AND NORTHERN IRELAND - P060302
Cambre - Jaak Billiet, Belgium; B. Cambre, Belgium - IS IT CONTENT OR STYLE? AN
EVALUATION OF TWO COMPETITIVE MEASUREMENT MODELS APPLIED TO A BALANCED
SET OF ETHNOCENTRISM ITEMS - P021802
Carton - Geert Loosveldt, Belgium; Ann Carton, Belgium - THE EFFECT OF PRE-TAILORING
INFORMATION ON THE RESPONSE RATE IN A PANEL SURVEY - P022703
Castro - Roberto Castro, Mexico; Mario N. Bronfman, Mexico - SOME UNSOLVED
PROBLEMS IN THE INTEGRATION OF QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN
SOCIAL RESEARCH IN HEALTH - P040406
Cefai - Daniel Cefai, USA - FIELD-WORK CONTEXTS OF EXPERIENCE AND ANALYSIS: A FEW
EPISTEMOLOGICAL QUESTIONS - P041503
Çelebi - Nilgun Çelebi, Turkey - ARE ADJECTIVES VALUE-LADEN? - P021003
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Cheli - Andrea Filippone, Italy; Bruno Cheli, Italy - TOTALLY FUZZY AND RELATIVE
MEASURES OF POVERTY AND WELFARE: ADDRESSING THE INTERPRETATION AND THE
AGGREGATION PROBLEMS - P020404
Cheli - G. Betti, Italy; Bruno Cheli, Italy - A MODEL FOR THE DYNAMICS BETWEEN TWO
FUZZY STATES: THEORETICAL ADVANCES - P042705
Cheli - Bruno Cheli, Italy; L. Lecchini, Italy; L. Masserini, Italy - AN ORDINAL LOGIT MODEL
FOR SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING AMONG THE ITALIAN OLDER ADULTS - P060301
Chen - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; L. Sullivan, USA; James E. Lubben, USA; David
X. Cheng, USA - THE MACRO-MICRO GAP AND THE FAILING OF THEORY: A NEW
APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING - P010101
Chen - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; David X. Cheng, USA; Yuhuwa Eva Lu, USA -
UNIDIMENSIONALISATION IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE: A MULTIPLE AND
OPTIMAL APPROACH TO A KEY ISSUE IN INDEX CONSTRUCTION - P020403
Cheng - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; L. Sullivan, USA; James E. Lubben, USA;
David X. Cheng, USA - THE MACRO-MICRO GAP AND THE FAILING OF THEORY: A NEW
APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING - P010101
Cheng - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; David X. Cheng, USA; Yuhuwa Eva Lu, USA -
UNIDIMENSIONALISATION IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE: A MULTIPLE AND
OPTIMAL APPROACH TO A KEY ISSUE IN INDEX CONSTRUCTION - P020403
Chetwin - Alison Chetwin - ETHICAL ISSUES IN RESEARCH ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE -
P042506
Christmann - Johannes Naumann, Germany; Tobias Richter; Norbert Groeben; Ursula
Christmann - CONTENT-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES: FROM THEORIES OF
ATTITUDE REPRESENTATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN - P060303
Clarke - Paul Clarke, UK; P. J. Lynn, UK - USING INFORMATION ON EXTENDED
INTERVIEWER EFFORT IN FACE-TO-FACE SURVEYS TO CORRECT FOR NON-RESPONSE BIAS
- P022604
Cohen - Erik H. Cohen, Israel - STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF COURSE AND TEACHER - A
GUTTMAN APPROACH - P021103
Comijn - Therese Jacobs, Belgium; Hanns Comijn; Caroline Dewilde - RELATIONAL
DISSOLUTION IN ALL ITS DIVERSITY - CONSEQUENCES OF DISSOLUTION OF RELATIONS
FOR WOMEN IN EUROPE - P011002
Conversano - Claudio Conversano, Italy; Francesco Mola, Italy; Roberta Siciliano, Italy -
GENERALISED ADDITIVE MULTI-MODELS: SOME APPLICATIONS - P051003
Corti - Louise Corti, UK - PROGRESS AND PROBLEMS OF PRESERVING AND PROVIDING
ACCESS TO QUALITATIVE DATA FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH - THE INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
OF AN EMERGING CULTURE - P042001
Corti - Nadeem Ahmad ; Louise Corti, UK - DIGITISING AND PROVIDING ACCESS TO SOCIO-
MEDICAL CASE RECORDS. THE CASE OF GEORGE BROWN'S WORKS - P042004
Coxon - A. P. M. Coxon, UK; J. Stevens; Kimberly Fisher, UK - TRACKING CHANGING
SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS AMONG GAY AND BI-SEXUAL MEN - P021602
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Croon - E. M. Aris, The Netherlands; Jereon K. Vermunt, The Netherlands; Jacques A. P.
Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Marcel Croon, The Netherlands - THE USE OF
RANDOMISATION FOR LOGIT AND LOGISTIC MODELS, RESULTS FROM A SIMULATION
STUDY - P060403
Cucumel - Guy Cucumel, Canada; Francois-Joseph Lapointe, Canada - AN ITERATIVE
CONSENSUS METHOD FOR DENDROGRAMS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE AVERAGE
CONSENSUS PROCEDURE - P090503
Cummins - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Curran - Geert Molenbergs, Belgium; Herbert Thijs; Desmond Curran; Geert Verbeke -
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR PATTERN-MIXTURE MODELS - P022901
Cyr - Sylvie Michaud, Canada; Andre Cyr; Lecily Hunter - IRT VS CLASSICAL METHOD?
USING ACHIEVEMENT TESTS IN A LONGITUDINAL SURVEY - A080203
Darne - Olivier Darne, France; Claude Diebolt, France; Vivien Guiraud, France - STANDARD
AND FRACTIONAL SEASON UNIT ROOT TEST PROCEDURE - P070301
DeTombe - Dorien J. DeTombe, The Netherlands - INTRODUCTION IN THE FIELD OF
METHODOLOGY FOR HANDLING COMPLEX SOCIETAL PROBLEMS: A COMBINATION OF
METHODS: THE FIELD, THE METHODS, THE DIFFERENCE AND SIMILARITY WITH OTHER
KIND OF METHODOLOGY RESEARCH. - P110101
Deffuant - Guillaume Deffuant, France; F. Amblard, France; Nils Ferrand, France; Nigel
Gilbert, UK; Gerard Weisbuch, France - AGENT BASED SIMULATION OF DECISION PROCESS
MIXING RATIONAL REASONING AND INFLUENCES FROM SOCIO-INFORMATIONAL
NETWORKS: CASE STUDIES OF AGRI-ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES ADOPTION BY
FARMERS - P100301
Degaonkar - Archana P. Degaonkar, India - PREDICTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS IN SOCIAL
SCIENCES AND THE NON-RATIONAL - P040603
Degtiar - Vladimir U. Degtiar, Russia - AGGREGATION OF SOCIAL, BEHAVIOURAL AND
BIOLOGICAL VARIABLES - P110107
Delprato - Marcos A. Delprato, Argentinia - DETERMINANTS OF THE EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS USING MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
- P090202
Dewilde - Therese Jacobs, Belgium; Hanns Comijn; Caroline Dewilde - RELATIONAL
DISSOLUTION IN ALL ITS DIVERSITY - CONSEQUENCES OF DISSOLUTION OF RELATIONS
FOR WOMEN IN EUROPE - P011002
Dexter - John F. Bell, UK; Trevor Dexter - USING MULTILEVEL MODELS TO ASSESS THE
COMPARABILITY OF EXAMINATIONS - P090201
Diebolt - Olivier Darne, France; Claude Diebolt, France; Vivien Guiraud, France -
STANDARD AND FRACTIONAL SEASON UNIT ROOT TEST PROCEDURE - P070301
Diebolt - Claude Diebolt, France; Vivien Guiraud, France - LONG MEMORY TIME SERIES
AND FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION. A CLIOMETRIC CONTRIBUTION TO FRENCH AND
GERMAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY - P070401
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Dijkstra - Johannes van der Zouwen, The Netherlands; Wil Dijkstra, The Netherlands -
WHICH CHARACTERISTICS OF SURVEY-QUESTIONS MAKE THE INTERACTION BETWEEN
INTERVIEWER AND RESPONDENT 'PROBLEMATIC' OR EVEN 'INADEQUATE'? - P022003
Dijkum - Cor van Dijkum, The Netherlands - METHODOLOGY AS A CHALLENGE - P110103
Dimitrov - Vladimir Dimitrov, Russia - EXPLORATION OF COMPLEX DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
IDENTITY - LM009
Dong - Weizhen Dong, Canada - SOCIAL NETWORK AND ITS IMPACT ON INTERNATIONAL
MIGRATION - A STUDY OF A GROUP OF CHINESE IMMIGRANTS IN TORONTO - P042402
Doran - Jim Doran, UK - HARD PROBLEMS IN THE USE OF AGENT-BASED MODELLING -
P100202
Duchastel - Jules Duchastel, Canada; Victor Armony, Canada - INTERDISCIPLINARY
MEDIATIONS: THE CASE OF DISCOURSE ANALYSIS - P041203
Duckett - Paul Duckett, UK; David M. Fryer; Fiona McCall - QUALITATIVE
METHODOLOGIES AND INTERACTIONAL ASYMMETRIES: SOME ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE
IMBALANCE BETWEEN INTERVIEWERS AND INTERVIEWEES - P041504
Durand - Claire Durand, Canada; André Blais, Canada
CULTURAL ASPECTS OF SURVEY NON-RESPONSE, AN EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENT - P022601
Durstberger - Monica-Gina Durstberger, Mexico - APPLYING A COGNITIVE APPROACH TO
ANALYSE THE ORGANISATIONAL COMMUNICATION CULTURE OF A MEXICAN RESEARCH
INSTITUTE - P042403
Diaz - Capitolina Diaz, Spain - FEMINIST RESEARCH, A CASE OF REFLEXIVE RESEARCH.
CONVERSATIONAL HEURISTIC AS A METHOD - P041701
Eder - Anselm Eder, Austria; Walter Gutjahr, Austria; Erich Neuwirth, Austria -
MODELLING SOCIAL INTERACTIONS BY LEARNING MARKOVIAN MATRICES: WHY WE
DON'T NEED EARLY CHILDHOOD TO EXPLAIN NEUROSES - P071004
Edlund - Jonas Edlund, Sweden - ATTITUDES TOWARDS PROGRESSIVE TAXATION:
ABSTRACT/GENERAL QUESTIONS VS. CONCRETE/SPECIFIC QUESTIONS. EVIDENCE FROM
SWEDEN WITH REFERENCES TO USA - P030206
Eeden - Pieter Van den Eeden, The Netherlands - STABILITY OF MULTIPLE ITEM
INTERPRETATIONS OVER HIGHER-LEVEL UNITS FROM THE MULTILEVEL APPROACH -
P090302
Ehrenfeld - Noemi Ehrenfeld, Mexico; Patricia Fernandez Ham, Mexico - FOCUS GROUP AS
THE TOOL FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF MEANINGS OF PREGNANCY IN URBAN
MARGINAL MEXICAN PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS - P021505
Eibl - Maximilian Eibl, Germany - INFORMATION RETRIEVAL DESIGN - P100404
Eide - Geir Egil Eide, Norway - A DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS MODELS FOR MULTIVARIATE
TIME TO EVENT DATA - P070901
Eifler - Stefanie Eifler, Germany - DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR: RATIONAL CHOICE AND
SITUATIONAL IMPACT - P010702
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Emons - Wilco H. M. Emons, The Netherlands - COMPARING THE EMPIRICAL AND
THEORETICAL SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE U3 PERSON FIT STATISTIC - P080304
Erzberger - Christian Erzberger, Germany - WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM POTEMKIN?
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS AS OPTICAL ILLUSIONS - P040502
Estes - Richard J. Estes, USA - SDI 2000: ASSESSING SOCIAL PROGRESS IN HONG KONG,
1981-1998 - P020601
Evertsson - Marie Evertsson, Sweden - ENGENDERING LONGITUDINAL DATA ANALYSIS I
FAMILY STRUCTURE AND OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT. IS DIVORCE A SPRINGBOARD
FOR WOMEN'S CAREER CHANCES? - P011001
Feletto - Marta Feletto, Italy - THE TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK IN ITALY -
P070806
Ferligoj - Anuska Ferligoj, Slovenia; Valentina Hlebec - EVALUATION OF SOCIAL
NETWORK MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS - A020701
Ferrand - Guillaume Deffuant, France; F. Amblard, France; Nils Ferrand, France; Nigel
Gilbert, UK; Gerard Weisbuch, France - AGENT BASED SIMULATION OF DECISION PROCESS
MIXING RATIONAL REASONING AND INFLUENCES FROM SOCIO-INFORMATIONAL
NETWORKS: CASE STUDIES OF AGRI-ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES ADOPTION BY
FARMERS - P100301
Ferriss - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Ferriss - Abbott L. Ferriss, USA - MEASURING THE DOMAINS OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE -
P020401
Fickel - Norman Fickel, Germany - CLUSTER ANALYSIS FOR VARIABLES WITH MIXED
MEASUREMENT LEVELS - P090501
Fielding - Nigel Fielding, UK; Ray Lee, UK - PATTERNS AND POTENTIALS IN THE
ADOPTION OF QUALITATIVE SOFTWARE: THE IMPLICATIONS OF USER EXPERIENCES AND
SOFTWARE TRAINING - P041201
Fielding - Anthony Fielding, UK - GENERALISED LINEAR MIXED MODELS FOR ORDERED
RESPONSES IN MULTILEVEL AND OTHER COMPLEX DATA STRUCTURES IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES - P090301
Filippone - Andrea Filippone, Italy; Bruno Cheli, Italy - TOTALLY FUZZY AND RELATIVE
MEASURES OF POVERTY AND WELFARE: ADDRESSING THE INTERPRETATION AND THE
AGGREGATION PROBLEMS - P020404
Fink - Anne Fink - THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER IN THE QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
PROCESS - LM010
Fink - Oliver Fink, Germany - CAPITO - A TOOL FOR COMPUTER AIDED CONTENT
ANALYSIS - P041002
Firdion - Jean-Marie Firdion, France - ARE SURVEYS AMONG THE HOMELESS JUSTIFIED?
AN ETHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC QUESTION - P042202
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Fischer - K. Fischer, UK; D. Fouarge; R. Muffles; V. Verma - EXAMINING FLEXIBLE LABOUR
IN EUROPE - THE FIRST THREE WAVES OF THE ECHP - P070105
Fisher - Kimberly Fisher, UK; J. Stevens - ASSESSING EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE WITH
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS - P021601
Fisher - A. P. M. Coxon, UK; J. Stevens; Kimberly Fisher, UK - TRACKING CHANGING
SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS AMONG GAY AND BI-SEXUAL MEN - P021602
Fisher - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Forsman - Gøsta Forsman, Sweden, S. Danielsson - INFERENCE FROM PLUS DIGIT
SAMPLING - A MODEL BASED APPROACH - P021301
Foster - Juliet Foster, UK - METHODS IN MADNESS: QUALITATIVE APPROACHES IN
MENTAL HEALTH CARE SETTINGS - P040303
Fouarge - K. Fischer, UK; D. Fouarge; R. Muffles; V. Verma - EXAMINING FLEXIBLE
LABOUR IN EUROPE - THE FIRST THREE WAVES OF THE ECHP - P070105
Francis - R. D. Wiggins, UK; Brian Francis, UK - TRAINING RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - P090304
Fraser - Elisabeth Fraser, UK; Sandy Whitelaw - SWORD OR SECURITY BLANKET: SOCIAL
RESEARCH AS A RESOURCE FOR SOCIAL POLICY - P042501
Friendly - Michael Friendly, Canada - VISIONS AND RE-VISIONS OF CHARLES JOSEPH
MINARD - P050803
Friese - Susanne Friese, Denmark - THE MULTIMEDIAL REVOLUTION: TECHNOLOGICAL
ADVANCES AND METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATION - P040902
Fryer - Paul Duckett, UK; David M. Fryer; Fiona McCall - QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGIES
AND INTERACTIONAL ASYMMETRIES: SOME ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE IMBALANCE
BETWEEN INTERVIEWERS AND INTERVIEWEES - P041504
Gadgil - Vasundhara P. Gadgil, India - COMPARATIVE METHOD AND PREDICTIONS IN
SOCIAL SCIENCES (WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO EMILE DURKHEIM AND MAX WEBER) -
P040601
Galindo-Garre - Francisca Galindo-Garre, Spain; Jeroen K. Vermunt, The Netherlands -
BAYESIAN APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF SPARSE TABLES IN LOG-LINEAR
MODELLING - P060405
Garcia-Alvarez - Ercilia Garcia-Alvarez, Spain; Jordi Lopez-Sintas - CONTINGENCY TABLE:
A BRIDGE BETWEEN CAQDAS AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS - P040405
Gauthier - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Gershuny - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
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Gilbert - Guillaume Deffuant, France; F. Amblard, France; Nils Ferrand, France; Nigel
Gilbert, UK; Gerard Weisbuch, France - AGENT BASED SIMULATION OF DECISION PROCESS
MIXING RATIONAL REASONING AND INFLUENCES FROM SOCIO-INFORMATIONAL
NETWORKS: CASE STUDIES OF AGRI-ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES ADOPTION BY
FARMERS - P100301
Givigliano - Alfredo Givigliano, Italy - FUZZY LOGIC, ANALOGY AND METHODS OF
RESEARCH: A COMPLEX, MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH - P042702
Gleditsch - Kristian S. Gleditsch, UK; Michael D. Ward, USA - THE POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY
OF DEMOCRACY, WEALTH, AND CONFLICT - P050505
Gliemann - Gerold Caesperlein, Germany; Katrin Gliemann, Germany - COMBINING
BIOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE INTERVIEWS AND HISTORIC QUANTITATIVE DATA SETS IN
URBAN RESEARCH - P040404
Goetghebeur - Stijn Vansteelandt, Belgium; Els Goetghebeur, Belgium - SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS FOR INCOMPLETE DATA: IGNORING BOUNDS OR BOUNDING IGNORANCE? -
P022904
Gonzlez-Robles - Alberto Castillo Morales, Mexico; Rosa Obdulia Gonzlez-Robles; Javier
Vivaldo-Lima - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC FACTORS AND
LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE - P050704
Goodman - Leo Goodman, USA - CONTINUITIES IN METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF
CATEGORICAL DATA: FROM THE ODDS-RATIO TO LOG-LINEAR AND LOG-BILINEAR
MODELS, FROM THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT TO CANONICAL CORRELATION AND
CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS MODELS, FROM THE SIMPLE - P010303
Groeben - Margit Schreier, Germany; N. Groeben; J. Rothmund; E. Koch - FACT OR
FICTION: SUBJECTIVE THEORIES ON TYPES OF MEDIA PRODUCTS - P040504
Groeben - Johannes Naumann, Germany; Tobias Richter; Norbert Groeben; Ursula
Christmann - CONTENT-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES: FROM THEORIES OF
ATTITUDE REPRESENTATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN - P060303
Guiraud - Olivier Darne, France; Claude Diebolt, France; Vivien Guiraud, France -
STANDARD AND FRACTIONAL SEASON UNIT ROOT TEST PROCEDURE - P070301
Guiraud - Claude Diebolt, France; Vivien Guiraud, France - LONG MEMORY TIME SERIES
AND FRACTIONAL INTEGRATION. A CLIOMETRIC CONTRIBUTION TO FRENCH AND
GERMAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HISTORY - P070401
Gumede - Margaret S. Westaway, South Africa; T. Gumede - DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
OF ALTERNATIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC MEASURES: COMMODITY OWNERSHIP AND HOUSING
QUALITY INDICES - P050103
Gutjahr - Anselm Eder, Austria; Walter Gutjahr, Austria; Erich Neuwirth, Austria -
MODELLING SOCIAL INTERACTIONS BY LEARNING MARKOVIAN MATRICES: WHY WE
DON'T NEED EARLY CHILDHOOD TO EXPLAIN NEUROSES - P071004
Hagenaars - Hans Waege, Belgium; Jacques Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Wim Peersman -
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN SELF-REPORTED AND GP-EVALUATION OF MORBIDITY IN
HEALTH-SURVEYS: A DIRECTED LATENT CLASS MODEL - P021805
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Hagenaars - E. M. Aris, The Netherlands; Jereon K. Vermunt, The Netherlands; Jacques A.
P. Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Marcel Croon, The Netherlands - THE USE OF
RANDOMISATION FOR LOGIT AND LOGISTIC MODELS, RESULTS FROM A SIMULATION
STUDY - P060403
Hagerty - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Ham - Noemi Ehrenfeld, Mexico; Patricia Fernandez Ham, Mexico - FOCUS GROUP AS THE
TOOL FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF MEANINGS OF PREGNANCY IN URBAN MARGINAL
MEXICAN PREGNANT ADOLESCENTS - P021505
Hardi - Peter Hardi, Canada - THE DASHBOARD OF SUSTAINABILITY - FROM A METAPHOR
TO AN OPERATIONAL SET OF INDICES - P020605
Harvey - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Hattum - Edith de Leeuw, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Sabina Kef;
Marion van Hattum - OVERCOMING THE PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL INTERVIEWS ON
SENSITIVE TOPICS: COMPUTER ASSISTED SELF-INTERVIEWING TAILORED FOR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS - P022302
Have - Paul ten Have, The Netherlands - CONCEPTUALISATION IN 'GROUNDED THEORY'
ANALYSIS: SOME CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS - P040702
Hayes - Donald P. Hayes, USA - THE SCIENTIFIC MEASUREMENT OF TEXT 'DIFFICULTY' -
P041007
Heiser - Mark de Rooij, The Netherlands; Willem J. Heiser, The Netherlands -
PROBABILISTIC UNFOLDING MODELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CHANGE - P080502
Hentschel - Uwe Hentschel, The Netherlands; Nana Sumbadze, Georgia - THE LABOUR
MARKET, EDUCATION, AND PERSONNEL SELECTION - P110104
Howarth - Caroline S. Howarth - RECOGNITION, RELATIONSHIP AND REACTIVITY IN
SOCIAL RESEARCH - P040305
Hox - Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders; Joop Hox, The Netherlands - HOW TO MEASURE SENSITIVE
TOPICS: A META-ANALYSIS - P021502
Hox - Natacha Borgers, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands - RELIABILITY OF
RESPONSES IN SELF-ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRES: RESEARCH WITH CHILDREN -
P021704
Hox - Edith de Leeuw, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Sabina Kef; Marion
van Hattum - OVERCOMING THE PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL INTERVIEWS ON SENSITIVE
TOPICS: COMPUTER ASSISTED SELF-INTERVIEWING TAILORED FOR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS - P022302
Hox - Reinoud Stoel, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Godfried van den
Wittenboer - LONGITUDINAL MULTILEVEL MODELS AND LATENT GROWTH CURVE
MODELS IN THE PRESENCE OF MISSING DATA AND AUTOCORRELATION - P070103
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Hox - Cora J. M. Maas, The Netherlands; Joop J. Hox, The Netherlands - ROBUSTNESS OF
MULTILEVEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES - P090101
Hox - Joop J. Hox, The Netherlands - MULTILEVEL MULTIVARIATE AND STRUCTURAL
EQUATION MODELS: SOME MISSING LINKS - P090103
Humphries - Beth Humphries, UK - UNSETTLING ETHICS IN SOCIAL RESEARCH - P042504
Huefken - Volker Huefken, Germany - EFFECTS OF INTERVIEW MODE ON EVALUATION OF
THE POLICE - P021402
Huefken - Volker Huefken, Germany; Olaf v.d. Knesebeck - TELEPHONE SURVEYS AMONG
THE AGED: SCREENING PROCEDURE, NON-RESPONSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLE -
P021604
Ironmonger - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Irwing - Ulrike Niens, Ireland; B. Bunting; E. Cairns; P. Irwing - SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY
AND NORTHERN IRELAND - P060302
Ivanov - Oleg Ivanov, Russia - COMPREHENSIVE (COMPLEX) APPROACH AS A BASIS FOR
INTEGRATING SOCIAL SCIENCES - P042602
Jacobs - Therese Jacobs, Belgium; Hanns Comijn; Caroline Dewilde - RELATIONAL
DISSOLUTION IN ALL ITS DIVERSITY - CONSEQUENCES OF DISSOLUTION OF RELATIONS
FOR WOMEN IN EUROPE - P011002
Jacobs - Hans Akkerboom, The Netherlands; Eric Jacobs, The Netherlands; Fred Mulder,
The Netherlands; Rika Verhoef, The Netherlands - STUDENTS DISCUSSING VISUAL
REPRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND ITS OPERATIONALISATION IN A
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - P011201
Jones - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Kaplowitz - Michael D. Kaplowitz, USA - STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SIMILARITY OF
GROUP AND INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW DATA - P021504
Kazemier - Peter van de Ven, The Netherlands; Brugt Kazemier, The Netherlands; Steven
Keuning, The Netherlands - MEASURING WELL-BEING WITH AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTS - P020304
Kef - Edith de Leeuw, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Sabina Kef; Marion
van Hattum - OVERCOMING THE PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL INTERVIEWS ON SENSITIVE
TOPICS: COMPUTER ASSISTED SELF-INTERVIEWING TAILORED FOR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS - P022302
Kern - Stephanie Kern, Germany - ON THE PERSISTENCE OF POVERTY: WHY
CONSIDERATION OF MULTIPLE POVERTY SPELLS IS IMPORTANT - P070903
Keuning - Peter van de Ven, The Netherlands; Brugt Kazemier, The Netherlands; Steven
Keuning, The Netherlands - MEASURING WELL-BEING WITH AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTS - P020304
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Kirkland - David Bimler, New Zealand; John Kirkland - SMOKE AND MIRRORS:
EXTRACTING MORE DISSIMILARITY DATA FROM SORTING-PROCEDURE PARTICIPANTS -
P050202
Klein - Harald Klein, Germany - COMPUTER AIDED CONTENT ANALYSIS SOFTWARE: AN
OVERVIEW - P041006
Knesebeck - Volker Huefken, Germany; Olaf v.d. Knesebeck - TELEPHONE SURVEYS
AMONG THE AGED: SCREENING PROCEDURE, NON-RESPONSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE
SAMPLE - P021604
Koch - Wolfgang Bilsky, Germany; Mareike Koch, Germany - ON THE CONTENT AND
STRUCTURE OF VALUES: UNIVERSALS OR METHODOLOGICAL ARTIFACTS? - P021202
Koch - Margit Schreier, Germany; N. Groeben; J. Rothmund; E. Koch - FACT OR FICTION:
SUBJECTIVE THEORIES ON TYPES OF MEDIA PRODUCTS - P040504
Kochevar - John J. Kochevar, USA - MORE EFFICIENT CROSS-NATIONAL DATA ANALYSIS
WITH MULTIPLE CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS - P030804
Kogovsek - Simona Korenjak-Cerne, Slovenia; Tina Kogovsek, Slovenia; Vladimir Batagelj,
Slovenia - CLUSTERING EGO-CENTERED NETWORKS - P090701
Konopasek - Zdenek Konopasek, Czech Republic; Zuzana Kusa, Slovakia - RELEVANCE AND
RELIABILITY OF RE-USED LIFE STORIES FROM ETHNOMETHODOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE -
P041905
Korenjak-Cerne - Simona Korenjak-Cerne, Slovenia; Tina Kogovsek, Slovenia; Vladimir
Batagelj, Slovenia - CLUSTERING EGO-CENTERED NETWORKS - P090701
Korneliussen - Tor Korneliussen, Norway - STRENGTH IN NUMBERS: HOW TO INCREASE
RESPONSE RATE IN SMALL SAMPLES - P022606
Kostin - Petr Rostovtsev, Russia; Vitali Kostin; Alexei Oleh - MULTIPLE COMPARISONS OF
MULTIPLE RESPONSE TABLE CELLS - P050404
Kozlov - Oleg Bozhkov, Russia; German Kozlov, Russia - EIGEN-VALUE AND EIGEN-VECTOR
METHOD FOR REPRESENTING AND COMPARING GROUPS - P042603
Krassnitzky - Olaf Krassnitzky, Canada - HUMAN ECOLOGY 1: MAPPING SOCIO-
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT - P110202
Krassnitzky - Lynda Bertrand, Canada; Olaf Krassnitzky - RESEARCH ON SECOND
LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND 'CRITICAL THINKING': CURRENT THEORETICAL AND
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES - P110206
Krause - Juergen Krause, Germany - INTRODUCTION: INTERNET SEARCH ENGINES, AN
ALTERNATIVE TO THE SOCIAL SCIENCE DATABASES? - P100101
Krause - Roland Schwaenzl, Germany; Judith Pluemer, Germany; Juergen Krause,
Germany - CONTENT ANALYSIS, RETRIEVAL AND METADATA: EFFECTIVE NETWORKING
FOR MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES - P100103
Krebs - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Juergen Rost, Germany;
A. Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED
ITEMS BY PARTIAL CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
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Kulkarni - Mrinal Kulkarni, India - CAN CONTENT ANALYSIS BE AN EFFECTIVE METHOD
IN PREDICTING FUTURE CRISIS? - P040605
Kusa - Zdenek Konopasek, Czech Republic; Zuzana Kusa, Slovakia - RELEVANCE AND
RELIABILITY OF RE-USED LIFE STORIES FROM ETHNOMETHODOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE -
P041905
Kuusela - Vesa Kuusela, Finland - THE IMPACT OF INTERVIEWER BACKGROUND AND
ATTITUDES ON LEARNING TO USE THE COMPUTER - P022202
Laiho - Roeland Beerten, UK; Johanna Laiho; Peter Lynn; Jean Martin, UK - RESPONSE
RATES AS A MEASURE OF SURVEY QUALITY - P021702
Lambert - Paul Lambert, USA; Roger Penn - CLASS-INCOME STRUCTURES IN BRITAIN:
MODELLING SELECTION INTO SOCIAL CLASS TO RESPECTIVE HUMAN CAPITAL INCOME
EQUATIONS - P010804
Land - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Lapointe - Guy Cucumel, Canada; François-Joseph Lapointe, Canada - AN ITERATIVE
CONSENSUS METHOD FOR DENDROGRAMS: AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE AVERAGE
CONSENSUS PROCEDURE - P090503
Lecchini - Bruno Cheli, Italy; L. Lecchini, Italy; L. Masserini, Italy - AN ORDINAL LOGIT
MODEL FOR SUBJECTIVE WELL-BEING AMONG THE ITALIAN OLDER ADULTS - P060301
Lee - Nigel Fielding, UK; Ray Lee, UK - PATTERNS AND POTENTIALS IN THE ADOPTION OF
QUALITATIVE SOFTWARE: THE IMPLICATIONS OF USER EXPERIENCES AND SOFTWARE
TRAINING - P041201
Leeuw - Edith de Leeuw, The Netherlands - THE EFFECT OF COMPUTER ASSISTED
INTERVIEWING ON DATA QUALITY: A REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE - P022306
Leeuw - Edith de Leeuw, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Sabina Kef; Marion
van Hattum - OVERCOMING THE PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL INTERVIEWS ON SENSITIVE
TOPICS: COMPUTER ASSISTED SELF-INTERVIEWING TAILORED FOR SPECIAL
POPULATIONS (see also late arrivals) - P022302
Lefevre - Pierre Lefevre, Belgium; Charles-Edouard de Suremain, France - COMBINING
TECHNIQUES: THE USE OF THE CAUSAL MODEL AS A SUPPORT FOR FOCUS GROUP
DISCUSSIONS IN A SOCIOANTHROPOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION ON THE DIFFERING
PERCEPTIONS OF CARETAKERS AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS ON CHILD'S HEALTH -
P041603
Lensvelt-Mulders - Gerty Lensvelt-Mulders; Joop Hox, The Netherlands - HOW TO
MEASURE SENSITIVE TOPICS: A META-ANALYSIS - P021502
Lepperhoff - Niels Lepperhoff, Germany - SAM: A LABORATORY FOR SIMULATING
NEGOTIATIONS IN SMALL GROUPS - P100201
Levy - Shlomit Levy, Israel - PROCESSING SQUARE-ASYMMETRIC MATRICES VIA THE
INTRINSIC DATA ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE OF WSSA-I: A NEW OUTLOOK ON SOCIOMETRIC
ISSUES. - P021205
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Liang - Peter M. Bentler, USA; Jiajuan Liang - GENERAL TWO-LEVEL MEAN AND
COVARIANCE STRUCTURE MODELS: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD VIA EM TYPE ALGORITHMS -
P090104
Lindstrøm - Hakan L. Lindstrøm, Sweden - QUALITY STATEMENTS ABOUT STANDARDISED
COGNITIVE TESTS - P021703
Loosveldt - Geert Loosveldt, Belgium; Ann Carton, Belgium - THE EFFECT OF PRE-
TAILORING INFORMATION ON THE RESPONSE RATE IN A PANEL SURVEY - P022703
Lu - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; David X. Cheng, USA; Yuhuwa Eva Lu, USA -
UNIDIMENSIONALISATION IN APPLIED SCIENCE AND SOCIAL SCIENCE: A MULTIPLE AND
OPTIMAL APPROACH TO A KEY ISSUE IN INDEX CONSTRUCTION - P020403
Lubben - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; L. Sullivan, USA; James E. Lubben, USA;
David X. Cheng, USA - THE MACRO-MICRO GAP AND THE FAILING OF THEORY: A NEW
APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING - P010101
Lux - Zoltan Lux, Hungary - INFORMATICS-BASED SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH AND
EDUCATION. IN THE FIELD OF CONTEMPORARY STUDIES - P041903
Lynch - Richard D. Wiggins, UK; K. Lynch, UK - A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE SOFTWARE REMEDIES TO HANDLE MISSING DATA IN THE
CONTEXT OF LONGITUDINAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS - P023101
Lynn - Roeland Beerten, UK; Johanna Laiho; Peter Lynn; Jean Martin, UK - RESPONSE
RATES AS A MEASURE OF SURVEY QUALITY - P021702
Lynn - Paul Clarke, UK; P. J. Lynn, UK - USING INFORMATION ON EXTENDED
INTERVIEWER EFFORT IN FACE-TO-FACE SURVEYS TO CORRECT FOR NON-RESPONSE BIAS
- P022604
Lopez-Sintas - Ercilia Garcia-Alvarez, Spain; Jordi Lopez-Sintas - CONTINGENCY TABLE: A
BRIDGE BETWEEN CAQDAS AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS - P040405
Maas - Cora J. M. Maas, The Netherlands; Joop J. Hox, The Netherlands - ROBUSTNESS OF
MULTILEVEL PARAMETER ESTIMATES - P090101
Magidson - Jay Magidson, USA; Jeroen Vermunt, The Netherlands - BI-PLOTS AND
RELATED GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS BASED ON LATENT CLASS FACTOR AND CLUSTER
MODELS - P060406
Manfreda - Zenel Batagelj, Slovenia; Vasja Vehovar, Slovenia; Katja Lozar Manfreda,
Slovenia - PARTICIPATION IN SOLICITED WEB SURVEYS: WHO COMES FARTHEST? -
P022503
Manners - Jelke Bethlehem, The Netherlands; Tony Manners, UK - DOCUMENTATION OF
ELECTRONIC QUESTIONNAIRES - P022201
Manners - Tony Manners, UK - CAI AUTHORING STRATEGIES - P022204
Maree - Claire Wagner, South Africa; D. J. F. Maree - A SCIENCE-PRACTICE APPROACH TO
TEACHING RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - P011204
Marpsat - Maryse Marpsat, France - PROBLEMS IN COMPARATIVE AND TRIANGULATED
HOMELESSNESS RESEARCH - P042201
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Martens - Bernd Martens, Germany - EVALUATION OF A VIRTUAL UNIVERSITY PROJECT
BY MEANS OF QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS - P040503
Martin - Roeland Beerten, UK; Johanna Laiho; Peter Lynn; Jean Martin, UK - RESPONSE
RATES AS A MEASURE OF SURVEY QUALITY - P021702
Matschinger - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Juergen Rost,
Germany; A. Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED
ITEMS BY PARTIAL CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
McCall - Paul Duckett, UK; David M. Fryer; Fiona McCall - QUALITATIVE METHODOLOGIES
AND INTERACTIONAL ASYMMETRIES: SOME ATTEMPTS TO REDUCE IMBALANCE
BETWEEN INTERVIEWERS AND INTERVIEWEES - P041504
McCarthy - Jaki Stanley McCarthy, USA - ONGOING QUALITY MEASUREMENT AND
ASSESSMENT IN THE USDA'S NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS SERVICE - P021701
Mertens - Donna M. Mertens, USA - ETHICS AND POWER IN SOCIAL RESEARCH: BASED ON
RESEARCH WITH PARENTS OF DEAF CHILDREN - P042505
Messelken - Hans Messelken; Oliver Fink, Germany - CAPITO - A TOOL FOR COMPUTER
AIDED CONTENT ANALYSIS - P041002
Meter - Karl M. van Meter, France - AN OVERVIEW OF SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON
~SENSITIVE QUESTIONS¨ - P021501
Michalos - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Mohler - Peter Ph. Mohler, Germany - COMPARING VALUES ACROSS AGGREGATION
LEVELS - A SYSTEMS THEORY APPROACH - P030802
Mokros - Andreas Mokros, UK - APPLICATIONS OF FACET THEORY TO CRIMINAL
PROFILING - P021105
Mola - Claudio Conversano, Italy; Francesco Mola, Italy; Roberta Siciliano, Italy -
GENERALISED ADDITIVE MULTI-MODELS: SOME APPLICATIONS - P051003
Molenbergs - Geert Molenbergs, Belgium; Herbert Thijs; Desmond Curran; Geert Verbeke
- SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR PATTERN-MIXTURE MODELS - P022901
Mondada - Lorenza Mondada, Switzerland - THE RESEARCH INTERVIEW AS A COLLECTIVE
ACCOMPLISHMENT - P021901
Moore - Robert J. Moore, USA - PROBING INADEQUATE ANSWERS TO FIXED-CHOICE
SURVEY QUESTIONS - P021905
Morales - Alberto Castillo Morales, Mexico; Rosa Obdulia Gonzlez-Robles; Javier Vivaldo-
Lima - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC FACTORS AND LINGUISTIC
COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE - P050704
Mottier - Vóronique Mottier, Switzerland - THE 'DEAD PARROT SYNDROME': VALIDITY
AND THE INTERPRETIVE TURN IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - P040204
Muffles - K. Fischer, UK; D. Fouarge; R. Muffles; V. Verma - EXAMINING FLEXIBLE LABOUR
IN EUROPE - THE FIRST THREE WAVES OF THE ECHP - P070105
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Mulder - Hans Akkerboom, The Netherlands; Eric Jacobs, The Netherlands; Fred Mulder,
The Netherlands; Rika Verhoef, The Netherlands - STUDENTS DISCUSSING VISUAL
REPRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND ITS OPERATIONALISATION IN A
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - P011201
Munk - Martin Munk, Denmark - SOCIAL INEQUALITY AND MARGINALISATION IN
MODERN TIME. THE SAME OLD STORY? - P060805
Murillo - Eduardo Piza, Costa Rica; Javier Trejos, Costa Rica; Alex Murillo, Costa Rica -
CLUSTERING WITH NON-EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES USING COMBINATORIAL OPTIMISATION
TECHNIQUE - P090504
Mutschke - Anabel Quan-Haase; Peter Mutschke, Germany - COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL
STRUCTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH FIELDS AND THEIR USE IN INFORMATION
SYSTEMS - P100104
Merida - Fredesvinda Merida, Spain - THE HIDDEN MEANINGS IN TEXTS: EMPIRICAL
APPROACH - P041303
Nachtigall - Christof Nachtigall, Germany; R. Steyer, Germany - THE ANALYSIS OF
CHANGE: TRUE CHANGE MODELS AND GROWTH CURVES - P070102
Naumann - Johannes Naumann, Germany; Tobias Richter; Norbert Groeben; Ursula
Christmann - CONTENT-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES: FROM THEORIES OF
ATTITUDE REPRESENTATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN - P060303
Neuwirth - Anselm Eder, Austria; Walter Gutjahr, Austria; Erich Neuwirth, Austria -
MODELLING SOCIAL INTERACTIONS BY LEARNING MARKOVIAN MATRICES: WHY WE
DON'T NEED EARLY CHILDHOOD TO EXPLAIN NEUROSES - P071004
Niens - Ulrike Niens, Ireland; B. Bunting; E. Cairns; P. Irwing - SOCIAL IDENTITY THEORY
AND NORTHERN IRELAND - P060302
Oleh - Petr Rostovtsev, Russia; Vitali Kostin; Alexei Oleh - MULTIPLE COMPARISONS OF
MULTIPLE RESPONSE TABLE CELLS - P050404
Olivares - Javier Enrique Parra Olivares - EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS AND
CONFIRMATORY DATA ANALYSIS - P010904
Onna - Marieke van Onna, The Netherlands - ITEM AND PERSON MISFIT IN ORDERED
LATENT CLASS MODELS - P080305
Oort - F. J. Oort, The Netherlands - THREE-MODE MODELS FOR MULTIVARIATE
LONGITUDINAL DATA - P070202
O'Keefe - Tim Seifert, Canada; B. O'Keefe - USING CLUSTER ANALYSIS TO ENHANCE
INTERPRETATION IN SEM: AN EXAMPLE - P060304
Palsky - Gilles Palsky, France - PARIS IN NUMBERS: JACQUES BERTILLON AND THE FIRST
PARISIAN STATISTICAL ATLAS - P050901
Partchev - Ivailo Partchev, Germany - THE SAMPLING STABILITY OF CORRESPONDENCE
ANALYSIS: A BOOTSTRAP/PROCRUSTES APPROACH - P060801
Peersman - Hans Waege, Belgium; Jacques Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Wim Peersman -
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN SELF-REPORTED AND GP-EVALUATION OF MORBIDITY IN
HEALTH-SURVEYS: A DIRECTED LATENT CLASS MODEL - P021805
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Penn - Paul Lambert, USA; Roger Penn - CLASS-INCOME STRUCTURES IN BRITAIN:
MODELLING SELECTION INTO SOCIAL CLASS TO RESPECTIVE HUMAN CAPITAL INCOME
EQUATIONS - P010804
Peterson - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Piza - Eduardo Piza, Costa Rica; Javier Trejos, Costa Rica; Alex Murillo, Costa Rica -
CLUSTERING WITH NON-EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES USING COMBINATORIAL OPTIMISATION
TECHNIQUE - P090504
Plewis - Ian Plewis, UK - MODELLING VARIATION IN PARAMETERS IN EXPLANATORY
MODELS FOR LONGITUDINAL DATA - P070101
Pluemer - Roland Schwaenzl, Germany; Judith Pluemer, Germany; Juergen Krause,
Germany - CONTENT ANALYSIS, RETRIEVAL AND METADATA: EFFECTIVE NETWORKING
FOR MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES - P100103
Pothas - Anne-Marie Pothas, South Africa; Dries de Wet, South Africa - CONFLICT
RESOLUTION WITH GABEK - P040805
Pothas - Dries de Wet, South Africa; Anne-Marie Pothas, South Africa - CONCEPTUALISING
QUALITY OF WORK LIFE - P040806
Puchta - Claudia Puchta, Germany - ASKING ELABORATE QUESTIONS: FOCUS GROUPS AND
THE MANAGEMENT OF SPONTANEITY - P022006
Quan-Haase - Anabel Quan-Haase; Peter Mutschke, Germany - COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL
STRUCTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH FIELDS AND THEIR USE IN INFORMATION
SYSTEMS - P100104
Raessler - Susanne Raessler, Germany - A COMPARISON OF IMPUTATION TECHNIQUES
UNDER DIFFERENT MISSINGNESS MECHANISMS - P023103
Raudenbush - Steve Raudenbush, USA - ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF ENVIRONMENTS IN
WHICH CHILDREN DEVELOP - P010405
Reed - Kenneth Reed, Australia - THE USE OF CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS TO DEVELOP A
SCALE TO MEASURE WORKPLACE MORALE FROM MULTI-LEVEL DATA - P060802
Reinecke - Jost Reinecke, Germany; Peter Schmidt, Germany; Stefan Weick, Germany - A
DYNAMIC MODEL OF STABILITY AND CHANGE OF IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGNERS WITH
GERMANY - P071001
Reuband - Karl-Heinz Reuband, Germany - MAIL AND TELEPHONE SURVEYS: THEIR
IMPACT ON RESPONSES - P021403
Richards - Lyn Richards, Australia - INTEGRATING DATA: CAN QUALITATIVE SOFTWARE
DO IT? - P041202
Richter - Johannes Naumann, Germany; Tobias Richter; Norbert Groeben; Ursula
Christmann - CONTENT-SPECIFIC MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES: FROM THEORIES OF
ATTITUDE REPRESENTATION TO QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN - P060303
Riedel-Heller - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Juergen Rost,
Germany; A. Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE
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DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED
ITEMS BY PARTIAL CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
Riege - Marcus Schommler, Germany; Udo Riege, Germany - INTEGRATED RETRIEVAL ON
HETEROGENEOUS SOCIAL SCIENCE DATABASES (GESINE) - P100102
Rius - Tomas Aluja-Banet, Spain; Santi Thio; Roser Rius - SURVEY DATA FUSION - P050701
Robert - Peter Robert, Hungary - MEASURING AND SUBSTITUTING INCOME IN SURVEY
DATA - P030702
Romppel - Matthias Romppel; Hendrik Berth, Germany - THE MEASUREMENT OF
ANXIETY AND DOGMATISM WITH COMPUTER AIDED CONTENT ANALYSIS - P041005
Rooij - Mark de Rooij, The Netherlands; Willem J. Heiser, The Netherlands -
PROBABILISTIC UNFOLDING MODELS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CHANGE - P080502
Rossignol - Christian Rossignol; Catherine Barral, France - TRANSLATABILITY OF THE
WHO'S INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF IMPAIRMENTS, DISABILITIES AND
HANDICAPS: A SEMIOTIC ANALYSIS - P030602
Rost - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Jürgen Rost, Germany; A.
Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE DIMENSIONAL
STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED ITEMS BY PARTIAL
CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
Rostovtsev - Petr Rostovtsev, Russia; Vitali Kostin; Alexei Oleh - MULTIPLE COMPARISONS
OF MULTIPLE RESPONSE TABLE CELLS - P050404
Rothmund - Margit Schreier, Germany; N. Groeben; J. Rothmund; E. Koch - FACT OR
FICTION: SUBJECTIVE THEORIES ON TYPES OF MEDIA PRODUCTS - P040504
Roux - Dominique Le Roux, France; Jean Vidal, France - VERBATIM: ARCHIVING
QUALITATIVE DATA AND SECONDARY ANALYSIS IN A FRENCH COMPANY - P041902
Rubin - Donald B. Rubin, USA - STATISTICAL ISSUES IN THE ESTIMATION OF THE CAUSAL
EFFECTS OF SMOKING DUE TO THE CONDUCT OF THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY - P023003
Ryen - Anne Ryen, Norway - DO ETHICS MATTER? A CROSS-PARADIGM DISCUSSION -
P042502
Sabbagh - Clara Sabbagh, Israel - THE FACETS OF JUSTICE JUDGEMENTS: CONTENTS AND
STRUCTURE - P021106
Saganenko - Galina I. Saganenko, Russia - EMPIRICAL KNOWLEDGE IN SOCIOLOGY: THE
STRUCTURES OF ITS SUBSTITUTION (see also late arrivals) - P010104
Saganenko - Galina I. Saganenko, Russia - TYPOLOGY OF OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS -
LM001
Saris - Willem E. Saris, The Netherlands - SIMPLIFYING THE MTMM DESIGN BY USING
MULTIPLE GROUPS - P020703
Scherer - Hildegard Brauns, Germany; Stefanie Scherer, Germany; Susanne Steinmann -
THE CASMIN EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE
RESEARCH - P030703
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Schmidt - Jost Reinecke, Germany; Peter Schmidt, Germany; Stefan Weick, Germany - A
DYNAMIC MODEL OF STABILITY AND CHANGE OF IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGNERS WITH
GERMANY - P071001
Schommler - Marcus Schommler, Germany; Udo Riege, Germany - INTEGRATED
RETRIEVAL ON HETEROGENEOUS SOCIAL SCIENCE DATABASES (GESINE) - P100102
Schork - Herbert Matschinger, Germany; Dagmar Krebs, Germany; Juergen Rost,
Germany; A. Schork; S. G. Riedel-Heller; M. C. Angermeyer, Germany - ASSESSING THE
DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE AND ARTIFACTS RESULTING FROM OPPOSITELY WORDED
ITEMS BY PARTIAL CREDIT RASCH MODELS - P021803
Schreier - Margit Schreier, Germany; N. Groeben; J. Rothmund; E. Koch - FACT OR
FICTION: SUBJECTIVE THEORIES ON TYPES OF MEDIA PRODUCTS - P040504
Schrodt - Philip A. Schrodt, USA - THE MACHINE CODING OF INTERNATIONAL EVENT
DATA - P041101
Schwaenzl - Roland Schwaenzl, Germany; Judith Pluemer, Germany; Juergen Krause,
Germany - CONTENT ANALYSIS, RETRIEVAL AND METADATA: EFFECTIVE NETWORKING
FOR MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES - P100103
Seale - Clive Seale, UK - THE QUALITY OF QUALITATIVE RESEARCH - P041502
Seifert - Tim Seifert, Canada; B. O'Keefe - USING CLUSTER ANALYSIS TO ENHANCE
INTERPRETATION IN SEM: AN EXAMPLE - P060304
Sharpe - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Siciliano - Claudio Conversano, Italy; Francesco Mola, Italy; Roberta Siciliano, Italy -
GENERALISED ADDITIVE MULTI-MODELS: SOME APPLICATIONS - P051003
Sikkel - Dirk Sikkel, The Netherlands - COMPUTER ASSISTED INTERVIEWING IN
LONGITUDINAL RESEARCH - P022203
Singer - Hermann Singer, Germany - VARIANCE REDUCED SIMULATED LIKELIHOODS IN
NONLINEAR CONTINUOUS-DISCRETE STATE SPACE MODELS - P071005
Sirgy - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Smith - Ron Smith, UK - ESTIMATION AND INFERENCE WITH NON-STATIONARY PANEL
TIME-SERIES DATA - P070702
Solheim - Antonio Alaminos, Spain; Erling Solheim, Norway - MODE EFFECTS ON MISSING
DATA - P022903
Soupourmas - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Spreen - Marinus Spreen, The Netherlands; Herman Baars; Frans Beuzelijnck - THE
MEASUREMENT OF VITAL PERSONAL NETWORKS - P090903
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Stefanescu - Poliana Stefanescu, Romania - PROVIDING ELECTRONIC DATA RESOURCES
FOR SOCIAL DATA ANALYSIS LAB - P011203
Steinerova - Jela Steinerova, Slovak Republic - METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES OF KNOWLEDGE
DYNAMICS MANAGEMENT - P110201
Steinmann - Hildegard Brauns, Germany; Stefanie Scherer, Germany; Susanne Steinmann
- THE CASMIN EDUCATIONAL CLASSIFICATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE
RESEARCH - P030703
Stevens - Kimberly Fisher, UK; J. Stevens - ASSESSING EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE WITH
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS - P021601
Stevens - A. P. M. Coxon, UK; J. Stevens; Kimberly Fisher, UK - TRACKING CHANGING
SEXUAL BEHAVIOURS AMONG GAY AND BI-SEXUAL MEN - P021602
Steyer - Christof Nachtigall, Germany; R. Steyer, Germany - THE ANALYSIS OF CHANGE:
TRUE CHANGE MODELS AND GROWTH CURVES - P070102
Stocke - Volker Stocke Germany - THE OPERATIONALISATION OF AN RATIONAL-CHOICE
MODEL OF SOCIALLY DESIRABLE RESPONDENT BEHAVIOUR - P010706
Stoel - Reinoud Stoel, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Godfried van den
Wittenboer - LONGITUDINAL MULTILEVEL MODELS AND LATENT GROWTH CURVE
MODELS IN THE PRESENCE OF MISSING DATA AND AUTOCORRELATION - P070103
Sturgis - Patrick Sturgis, UK - USING DELIBERATIVE POLLING METHODOLOGY TO ASSESS
THE IMPACT OF INCREASE IN INFORMATION ON ATTITUDE STABILITY AND CONSTRAINT
- P020802
Suchindran - Fengyu Zhang, USA; Amy O. Tsui, USA; C. M. Suchindran, USA - ANALYSING
CONTRACEPTIVE DISCONTINUATION WITH COMPETING RISK: A MULTILEVEL APPROACH
TO THE CLUSTERED CALENDAR DATA - P090401
Sullivan - Sheying Chen, USA; Ning Yang, USA; L. Sullivan, USA; James E. Lubben, USA;
David X. Cheng, USA - THE MACRO-MICRO GAP AND THE FAILING OF THEORY: A NEW
APPROACH TO MEASUREMENT AND ANALYTICAL MODELLING - P010101
Sumbadze - Uwe Hentschel, The Netherlands; Nana Sumbadze, Georgia - THE LABOUR
MARKET, EDUCATION, AND PERSONNEL SELECTION - P110104
Suremain - Pierre Lefevre, Belgium; Charles-Edouard de Suremain, France - COMBINING
TECHNIQUES: THE USE OF THE CAUSAL MODEL AS A SUPPORT FOR FOCUS GROUP
DISCUSSIONS IN A SOCIOANTHROPOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION ON THE DIFFERING
PERCEPTIONS OF CARETAKERS AND HEALTH PROFESSIONALS ON CHILD'S HEALTH -
P041603
Szuster - Fearnley S. P. Szuster, Australia; J. G. Williams - RECALL OF CAREER HISTORY -
P021004
Tart - Indrek Tart, Estonia - INDEX-CONSTRUCTION FOR COMPARING CULTURAL CHANGE
IN THE BALTIC SEA REGION - P020406
Theobald - Sally Theobald, UK - 'RESEARCHER' AND 'RESEARCHED': EXPLORING
MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS OF SELF AND OTHER IN FEMINIST METHODOLOGY -
P041704
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Thiessen - Victor Thiessen; Joerg Blasius, Germany - CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS OF
RATINGS: AN APPLICATION OF DOUBLING TO YOUTH'S IMAGES OF WORK - P060806
Thijs - Geert Molenbergs, Belgium; Herbert Thijs; Desmond Curran; Geert Verbeke -
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR PATTERN-MIXTURE MODELS - P022901
Thio - Tomas Aluja-Banet, Spain; Santi Thio; Roser Rius - SURVEY DATA FUSION - P050701
Trejos - Eduardo Piza, Costa Rica; Javier Trejos, Costa Rica; Alex Murillo, Costa Rica -
CLUSTERING WITH NON-EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES USING COMBINATORIAL OPTIMISATION
TECHNIQUE - P090504
Trom - Danny Trom, France - THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SURVEY AND THE HISTORICITY OF
ACTION - P041404
Truman - Carole Truman, UK - BEYOND THE TECHNICAL - AN EXPLORATION OF THE
SOCIAL PROCESSES OF SAMPLING - P042503
Tsui - Fengyu Zhang, USA; Amy O. Tsui, USA; C. M. Suchindran, USA - ANALYSING
CONTRACEPTIVE DISCONTINUATION WITH COMPETING RISK: A MULTILEVEL APPROACH
TO THE CLUSTERED CALENDAR DATA - P090401
Vanderbee-ken - E. Weber; R. Vanderbeeken, Belgium - A PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO THE
EXPLANATIONS OF ACTIONS - P010605
Vansteelandt - Stijn Vansteelandt, Belgium; Els Goetghebeur, Belgium - SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS FOR INCOMPLETE DATA: IGNORING BOUNDS OR BOUNDING IGNORANCE? -
P022904
Vehovar - Zenel Batagelj, Slovenia; Vasja Vehovar, Slovenia; Katja Lozar Manfreda,
Slovenia - PARTICIPATION IN SOLICITED WEB SURVEYS: WHO COMES FARTHEST? -
P022503
Veld - William van der Veld, The Netherlands - PREDICTION OF THE QUALITY OF SURVEY
QUESTIONS BEFORE THE DATA ARE COLLECTED - P020702
Ven - Peter van de Ven, The Netherlands; Brugt Kazemier, The Netherlands; Steven
Keuning, The Netherlands - MEASURING WELL-BEING WITH AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTS - P020304
Verbeke - Geert Molenbergs, Belgium; Herbert Thijs; Desmond Curran; Geert Verbeke -
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR PATTERN-MIXTURE MODELS - P022901
Verhoef - Hans Akkerboom, The Netherlands; Eric Jacobs, The Netherlands; Fred Mulder,
The Netherlands; Rika Verhoef, The Netherlands - STUDENTS DISCUSSING VISUAL
REPRESENTATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND ITS OPERATIONALISATION IN A
VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT - P011201
Verma - K. Fischer, UK; D. Fouarge; R. Muffles; V. Verma - EXAMINING FLEXIBLE LABOUR
IN EUROPE - THE FIRST THREE WAVES OF THE ECHP - P070105
Vermunt - E. M. Aris, The Netherlands; Jereon K. Vermunt, The Netherlands; Jacques A. P.
Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Marcel Croon, The Netherlands - THE USE OF
RANDOMISATION FOR LOGIT AND LOGISTIC MODELS, RESULTS FROM A SIMULATION
STUDY - P060403
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Vermunt - Francisca Galindo-Garre, Spain; Jeroen K. Vermunt, The Netherlands -
BAYESIAN APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF SPARSE TABLES IN LOG-LINEAR
MODELLING - P060405
Vermunt - Jay Magidson, USA; Jeroen Vermunt, The Netherlands - BI-PLOTS AND
RELATED GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS BASED ON LATENT CLASS FACTOR AND CLUSTER
MODELS - P060406
Victorino - J. Gershuny; K. Fisher, UK; A. Gauthier; C. Victorino; F. Soupourmas; D.
Ironmonger; A. Harvey; S. Jones - THE ON-GOING EVOLUTION OF THE MULTI-NATIONAL
TIME USE STUDY - P030306
Vidal - Dominique Le Roux, France; Jean Vidal, France - VERBATIM: ARCHIVING
QUALITATIVE DATA AND SECONDARY ANALYSIS IN A FRENCH COMPANY - P041902
Vivaldo-Lima - Alberto Castillo Morales, Mexico; Rosa Obdulia Gonzlez-Robles; Javier
Vivaldo-Lima - THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC FACTORS AND
LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE IN ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE - P050704
Vogel - Michael R. Hagerty, USA; Robert Cummins; Abbott Ferriss; Ken Land; Alex
Michalos; Mark Peterson; Joe Sirgy; Andrew Sharpe; Joachim Vogel - QUALITY OF LIFE
INDEXES FOR NATIONAL POLICY: REVIEW AND AGENDA FOR RESEARCH - P020303
Waege - Hans Waege, Belgium; Jacques Hagenaars, The Netherlands; Wim Peersman -
DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN SELF-REPORTED AND GP-EVALUATION OF MORBIDITY IN
HEALTH-SURVEYS: A DIRECTED LATENT CLASS MODEL - P021805
Wagner - Claire Wagner, South Africa; D. J. F. Maree - A SCIENCE-PRACTICE APPROACH TO
TEACHING RESEARCH METHODOLOGY IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - P011204
Ward - Kristian S. Gleditsch, UK; Michael D. Ward, USA - THE POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY OF
DEMOCRACY, WEALTH, AND CONFLICT - P050505
Weber - E. Weber; R. Vanderbeeken, Belgium - A PRAGMATIC APPROACH TO THE
EXPLANATIONS OF ACTIONS - P010605
Weick - Jost Reinecke, Germany; Peter Schmidt, Germany; Stefan Weick, Germany - A
DYNAMIC MODEL OF STABILITY AND CHANGE OF IDENTIFICATION OF FOREIGNERS WITH
GERMANY - P071001
Weisbuch - Guillaume Deffuant, France; F. Amblard, France; Nils Ferrand, France; Nigel
Gilbert, UK; Gerard Weisbuch, France - AGENT BASED SIMULATION OF DECISION PROCESS
MIXING RATIONAL REASONING AND INFLUENCES FROM SOCIO-INFORMATIONAL
NETWORKS: CASE STUDIES OF AGRI-ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES ADOPTION BY
FARMERS - P100301
Welkenhuysen-Gybels - Jerry Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Belgium; Jaak Billiet, Belgium - ON
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN INTERVIEWER AND THIRD PARTY EFFECTS IN SURVEY
INTERVIEWS - P021804
Welkenhuysen-Gybels - Jerry Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Belgium; Jaak Billiet, Belgium - A
COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTING CROSS-CULTURAL INEQUIVALENCE AT
ITEM LEVEL - P030303
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Westaway - Margaret S. Westaway, South Africa; T. Gumede - DEVELOPMENT AND
TESTING OF ALTERNATIVE SOCIO-ECONOMIC MEASURES: COMMODITY OWNERSHIP AND
HOUSING QUALITY INDICES - P050103
Wet - Anne-Marie Pothas, South Africa; Dries de Wet, South Africa - CONFLICT
RESOLUTION WITH GABEK - P040805
Wet - Dries de Wet, South Africa; Anne-Marie Pothas, South Africa - CONCEPTUALISING
QUALITY OF WORK LIFE - P040806
Weyer - Robert A. Weyer, USA - ASSIGNING AGENCY AMONG ORGANISATIONS, FIELDS
AND ENVIRONMENTS - P042404
Whitelaw - Elisabeth Fraser, UK; Sandy Whitelaw - SWORD OR SECURITY BLANKET:
SOCIAL RESEARCH AS A RESOURCE FOR SOCIAL POLICY - P042501
Wiggins - Richard D. Wiggins, UK; K. Lynch, UK - A COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE SOFTWARE REMEDIES TO HANDLE MISSING DATA IN THE
CONTEXT OF LONGITUDINAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS - P023101
Wiggins - R. D. Wiggins, UK; Brian Francis, UK - TRAINING RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES - P090304
Wildburger - Eleonore Wildburger, Austria - AUSTRALIAN INDIGENOUS IDENTITY: SOME
ASPECTS OF AN INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH ANALYSIS - P041304
Wildner - Raimund Wildner, Germany - MEASURING ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS IN A
SAMPLE MATCHED FROM A CONSUMER PANEL AND A TELEVISION PANEL - P051103
Williams - Fearnley S. P. Szuster, Australia; J. G. Williams - RECALL OF CAREER HISTORY -
P021004
Wittenboer - Reinoud Stoel, The Netherlands; Joop Hox, The Netherlands; Godfried van
den Wittenboer - LONGITUDINAL MULTILEVEL MODELS AND LATENT GROWTH CURVE
MODELS IN THE PRESENCE OF MISSING DATA AND AUTOCORRELATION - P070103
Wolf - Christof Wolf, Germany - COMPARATIVE MEASUREMENT OF DEMOGRAPHIC
VARIABLES: AN OVERVIEW - P030701
Wothke - Werner Wothke, USA - LONGITUDINAL AND MULTI-GROUP MODELLING WITH
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